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Abstract
The development and promotion of vetiver
utilization in Thailand was initiated by His
Majesty the King Bhumibol Adulyadej in 1991.
The motivation was born out of his attempt to
preserved Thai soil resources by means of soil
conservation focusing on erosion control and
protection. As part of such implementation, Her
Royal
Highness
Princess
Maha
Chakri
Sirindhorn has introduced vetiver for growing
in police border patrol police schools in the
remote areas since 1992, covering an area of
300 hectares in 178 schools throughout the
country. Actually cultivation of vetiver in the
schools has not only tried to teach the
students how to grow but also include all
practices as learning process for students.
This involves numbers of the lessons beginning
with the lessons on characteristics of vetiver
ecotypes,
propagation
and
cultivation
methodology, role of vetiver for soil and water
conservation and commonly ending with values
in social and environmental aspects. Moreover,
it has been also observed that the students
have often taken part in promotion and
extension of vetiver to grow on their parents’
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farms or on the public land of their villages.
At the same time, Her Royal Highness Princess
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn has always kept tract
of the results and periodically added more
suggestions to make the school vetiver project
successful and beneficial ones. Consequently,
numbers of the police border patrol school
have received the national awards for
outstanding contribution in the promotion of
vetiver growing in Thailand. Therefore,
undoubtedly the vetiver cultivation projects in
the police border patrol school have been
proved of success with the small hands and by
heart of the young students in remote areas.
1. Introduction
During a dinner reception at Bhubhing
Palace in Chiangmai on 19 February 1992, His
Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej of Thailand
instructed the Commissioner of the Border
Patrol Police General Headquarter that :
“Plant vetiver at various operational sites
under the supervision of the Border Patrol
Police and also in the nearby villages, and
then try to spread the cultivation throughout
the country as vetiver has characteristics
suitable for the soil conservation system. This
could be done by planting it as a hedgerow
along the contour. Successful results have
already been obtained from the experiments
conducted in several other countries in Asia.
It was also found that the yield of the crops
grown between hedgerows of vetiver had been
dramatically increased”.
Following His Majesty’s suggestion, most
lands belonged to border patrol police
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headquarter including border patrol police
schools in the remote areas have been
cultivated to vetiver grass for the purpose of
soil and water conservation. These activities
have been strongly supported by Her Royal
Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn to
make vetiver growing project for the border
patrol polices possible. Moreover, cultivation
of the vetiver in the schools have also
included as part of the master plan of the
schools on natural resource conservation and
environmental protection so that the vetiver
project could be easily implemented and also
used as a learning process for the students
who participated in the project.
2. Objectives
The vetiver cultivation in the border patrol
police schools has been implemented to aim at
the following objectives:
2.1) To cultivate vetiver in the border
patrol police schools for soil erosion
control and protection.
2.2) To make demonstration for cultivation
of vetiver by means of student’s
participation.
2.3) To teach the students to grow and to
make the students recognize the
advantages of vetiver for soil and water
conservation.
2.4) To extend the school vetiver project
towards the farming areas of the
students’ parents and the village public
lands where the soils are prone to
erosion.
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3. Cultivation of vetiver in the schools
as a sequence of learning process
Since the vetiver is a kind of grass which in
Thailand, can be found growing in many open
areas of the country, the students in border
patrol police schools initially were hard to
believe for its advantages on soil and water
conservation.
Therefore, during the first
period of introducing vetiver to grow in the
schools, the teacher had to work very hard to
make the students know the benefits of vetiver
for soil and water conservation as well as for
the environmental protection. The following
are the procedures to make the school
students participate in the vetiver growing
project in schools.
3.1 Basic learning upon characteristics and
habitats of vetiver ecotypes.
During the initial stage of introducing
cultivation of vetiver to the border patrol
police schools, the school teachers had to
attend the training courses on vetiver
organized by the office of HRH Princess Maha
Chakri Sirindhorn’s Project to promote
knowledge and enhance understanding on the
cultivation and use of vetiver in the areas of
school garden, road side, bank of the ponds and
stream edges within the vicinity of the school.
Afterward, all teachers have received vetiver
seedling
of
different
ecotypes
namely
Kampaengphet 1 (Vetiveria nemoralis) and Sri
Lanka
(Vetiveria zizanioides) to cultivate in
the school garden for the purposes of
demonstration, teaching and multiplication.
As part of the learning process, the
teacher used these cultivated vetiver as an
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example and also various kinds of visual-aid to
explain the students about it’s common
features namely:
- Morphological characteristics such as
crown, leaves, stems, flowers and roots
- Physiological characteristics such as
inflorescence, spikelet, seed and seedlings
It should be also noted that the
emphasis was made particularly to show how
the huge spongy mass of vetiver roots can have
soil erosion-fighting ability and there is no
need to worry about their rapid distribution
and turning into weeds because of their low
germination rate.
In addition, since vetiver plant rarely
produces seeds, some parts of vetiver were
also used for describing how to make vetiver
propagation. The most well-known vetiver part
that can be used in propagation includes the
tiller which is a shoot sprouts from the base
of the stem of a vetiver plant.
3.2 Teaching of common techniques used in
vetiver propagation.
As a sequence of learning process, the
teachers showed the students how the tiller
looked like and what techniques commonly
employed in vetiver propagation. For example,
bare-root tiller could be planted directly to
the soil or tiller could be planted in small
poly bags (about 5-10 cm. wide and 15-25 cm.
long) for about 45 days and then transplant it
in the field. In the class, the teachers also
instructed the advantages of each planting
method. Furthermore, the students hade to
practice how to plant bare-root vetiver in the
field, how to prepare tiller to put in a small
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polymer bag and how to take care it in the
nursery before taking it to plant in the field.
3.3 Cultivation of vetiver in the school
field.
Cultivation practice of vetiver is one of
the most important activities for vetiver
project in the school. The followings are the
common sequence of vetiver cultivation in the
school.
3.3.1 Selection of the suitable areas for
vetiver planting.
Areas to be selected by the teachers
were identified as follows.
1) Sloping areas that were are prone
to erosion and commonly used for cultivation
of vegetables and fruit trees as being included
in the school gardening program.
Vetiver
hedgerows were designated along the contour
line and the interval between vetiver
hedgerows were about 10-30 m. depending upon
the slope gradient of the area.
2) Areas at the edge or bank of farm
pond and reservoir. At least, 2 rows of vetiver
were planted around the water body, the first
row was located at the top of bank and the
second row was below the top row about 30-50
cm and it had to be just right above the maximum
line of the highest water level in the pond.
3) Areas along the road side or the
road cut in the school.
The first vetiver
hedgerow was near the top of road cut and the
second row was below the top one about 30-50
cm. Such interval of the vetiver hedgerows
were repeated down slope until reaching the
base of the road-cut.
3.3.2 Planting technique.
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After laying out of the areas for
planting vetiver and vetiver tillers
had
already been prepared (mostly tillers in
polymer bags), As being instructed by the
teachers, the students have always participated
in planting vetiver which commonly done by the
time of the rainy season. Plating techniques
were made by the following steps.
1) Each planting row was dug by the
hoe with a space hollowed out big enough to
facilitate transplanting vetiver from the
polymer bag. Before planting, compost was
applied at the bottom of planting grove. After
taking out the tiller together with the
planting medium from the polymer bag, the
student transplanted vetiver to the soil and
pressed the soil along the strip tightly. If the
soil was not moist enough, watering the vetiver
was necessary, thus every plant started to
grow immediately after planting.
2) About 2-3 weeks after planting,
checked survival rate of vetiver and recorded
as a process of learning. All died vetiver had
to replant again.
Growth rate of vetiver
(height and tiller number) in the field was
also recorded by the student once a month if
possible. In addition, weeding control needed
to make regularly so that they would not
damage the vetiver
3) After rainy season, leaves and
culms of vetiver would be cut off at the
distance of 20-40 cm. above ground level. Such
practice would accelerate tillers to reach the
maximum growth again when the next rainy
season came. The vetiver culms and leaves
could be used for many purpose such as for
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mulching, making compose, using for thatching
and, making many kinds of handicraft like
handbags, hats and toys for children.
4) Vetiver at the age of about 4
years-old needed to be cut leaves and culms
down to the soil surface before the rainy
season. Once when the rain came, new tillers
would shoot up and made them regrow again.
5) As a part of learning process, the
teachers would teach the students to observe
how vetiver grow or die, what problems
damaged vetiver and how vetiver could protect
soil erosion.
4. Utilization of vetiver in the schools
Although the students have learned and
made use of the vetiver for soil and water
conservation especially in slope areas, other
uses of vetiver would be recommended to the
students by the teachers. Such uses could
also encourage the promotion of vetiver
cultivation in the farm lands outside the
school in terms of cash for the growers. Most
uses of vetiver can be made from the leaves and
culms of vetiver which have to be cut off as a
common practice for vetiver growing. In normal
situation, harvesting of leaves and culms can
be done every two to three months during the
rainy season. Also, it is imperative that leaves
and culms have to be cut off before onset of
dry season to avoid fire damage and to activate
the plant to resume growth again in the next
rainy season
The utilization of dry vetiver leaves that
the students could learn how to make them
from the teachers were as follows:
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- Making
handicraft
products
like
handbags,
hats,
baskets,
decorating
materials, mats and toys for children.
- Making roof thatching
- Other related agricultural uses such as
being used for mulching, making compost
and mushroom culturing.
It is interesting in noting that when the
students worked together to make those
handicraft or to make compost, these could
strengthen the unity and sharing the
experience among the students.
Moreover,
students could sell those products for their
own benefits as well.
5 Promotion of vetiver cultivation in the
communities by the students.
Once the students have learned to grow
vetiver in the school and have recognized the
advantages of vetiver for soil and water
conservations as well as for environmental
protection, these students could take part in
promotion of the vetiver to their parents’
farms and the public lands belonged to the
communities.
However, teachers needed to
cooperate
and
advise
the
student
to
disseminate the vetiver system to their parents.
The common practices that often make the
cultivation of vetiver to the communities
possible are as follows
5.1 Transferring the knowledge about
vetiver technology by the students to their
parents one by one or face to face. The areas
in the schools that have been cultivated to
vetiver could be used for demonstration the
advantages of vetiver in term of soil erosion
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control,
water
conservation,
natural
rehabilitation and protection.
5.2 Making clear to the farmers for the
long-term benefit to the farm lands and public
lands that are subject to soil erosion and
natural disaster.
5.3 Identifying the benefit of by-products of
the vetiver for example vetiver leaves could be
used for making various kinds of handicrafts
and for roof thatching.
5.4 In order to make the campaigns of vetiver
promotion more efficient, training course or
seminar had always been arranged in the
school from time to time.
Teachers and
students who participate the vetiver project
solely managed there course by their own.
6. School vetiver project monitoring.
Since His Majesty King Bhumibol Adulyadej
of Thailand gave his initiative about the vetiver
grass and advised the Commissioner of the
Border Patrol Police General Headquarter to
plant it in their bases and try to spread the
cultivation throughout the country in 1992,
Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri
Sirindhorn has encouraged to grow vetiver in
border patrol police schools all over the
country. To facilitate vetiver project in the
school, she initiated that such a project
included as a part of the master plan for
natural
resource
conservation
and
environmental protection program in the
schools.
With her concern and motivation,
almost all of the agricultural lands, road side
and edge of the ponds and natural waterways
have been cultivated to vetiver with distinct
maintenance and well taking care.
It was
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recently estimated that the total areas of 300
hectares in 177 border patrol police schools
have been cultivated to vetiver of several
ecotypes. In order to encourage vetiver
growing in the schools to reach the ultimate
goal, Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri
Sirindhorn has always kept tract of the
results and periodically added more comments
or suggestions.
It is interesting in noting that vetiver
projects in the border patrol police schools
have been recognized to a great extent by the
public especially by the Thailand Vetiver
Network (THVN) that was established by the
Office of the Royal Development Project Board
(ORDPB).
Moreover,
in
recognition
of
outstanding contribution in vetiver cultivation
and promotion, two border patrol police
schools namely Chanutpiyauey School at Phor
subdistrict, Viengkaen district, Chaingrai
province and Ban Mong Kauw School at Mae
Chan subdistrict, Umphang district, Tak
province have received Merit Awards from
Petroleum Authority of Thailand (PTT) in 2008.
The PTT is one of the NGO that strongly
support vetiver cultivation and promotion in
Thailand since 2006. Therefore, the vetiver
projects in border patrol schools at least have
been proved of success to some extent.
7. Conclusion
Since the day of His Majesty the King of
Thailand suggested the Border Patrol Police
Bureau (BPPB) to cultivate vetiver grass for
the purpose of soil and water conservation, the
BPP has proceeded in vetiver cultivation until
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now. As part of such implementation, Her Royal
Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn
introduced the vetiver project to the border
patrol police schools in the remote areas since
1992. With her great support, to date 178
border patrol police schools have been
cultivated to vetiver. The total number of
vetiver so far planted was about 16 million,
covering an area of 300 ha. in total. The
activities in the schools concerning with
vetiver project included number of practices
that basically follow the principle of
“learning by doing”. In the class, initially the
students would learn what vetiver looked like
in terms of morphological and physiological
characteristics, how they could conserve soils
and water, and how they perform against soil
erosion and protect the natural environment.
Afterwards, students would learn how to make
propagation and cultivate vetiver in the
schools’ fields. As part of a learning process,
after vetiver growing up, students recorded
the performance of the vetiver regularly.
Maintenance of vetiver after planting was
totally done by the students under the
advisory of the teachers who responsible for
the project.
Furthermore, the alternative
uses of the vetiver from the leaves and calms
that have to be cut off periodically were also
instructed in the schools. These included the
production of various handicrafts such as
handbags, basket, hats, decorating materials
and roof thatching. In addition, they could
also used for making compose and mulching.
Extension and promotion of vetiver to the farms
of students’ parents and to the public lands of
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the communities were also implemented to a
certain extent by the students and the school
teachers. It appears that this kind of transfer
process was relatively appropriated and the
farmers in many cases adopted the know-how to
cultivate vetiver on their farmlands.
Apparently, vetiver project in the border
patrol police schools appears to be relatively
successful, of course with the small hands and
by heart of the young students. This is because
of the great support by Her Royal Highness
Princess
Maha
Chakri
Sirindhorn
who
introduced vetiver project to cultivate in the
field of border patrol police school since
1992. At the same time, Her Royal Highness has
always kept tract of the result to make the
vetiver project successful. As the sequence,
some of these schools namely Chanutpiyauey
School and Ban Mong Kauw Schools in
northern Thailand have received Merit Awards
from the Petroleum Authority of Thailand for
the recognition of outstanding contribution in
vetiver cultivation and promotion.
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Fig.1 Learning
morphological
characteristics of
vetiver in the class.

Fig.2 Preparation of
the vetiver tillers for
planting in the
school.

Fig.3 Planting vetiver
in the school field.

Fig.4 Planting vetiver
along the road side in
the village
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Fig.7 Demonstration of
vetiver planting made
by HRH Princess Maha
Chakri
Sirindhorn
while visiting a BPP
school.

Fig.8 Vetiver
hedgerows planted
along the roadside
of a BPP school.

Fig.9 Use of vetiver for
mulching.

Fig.10 Use of vetiver
for making compost.

Fig.11 Students
practiced how to make
roof thatching.

Fig.12 Use of vetiver
thatching for roofing.
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